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This is a posterior thoracolumbar fixation device intended for the percutaneous treatment of degenerative, 
post-traumatic and cancer-related conditions of the spine, along with spinal deformities.

This device can only be used on the advice of a healthcare professional—please read the instructions in this IFU 
carefully.
This is a Class IIb medical device that is reimbursed by the health insurance system in France; refer to the site 
ameli.fr for details.
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INTRODUCTION

“The medial staged and bilateral spinalis-longissimus intermuscular planes approaches: approach advocated in 
thoracic and upper lumbar spine pass mis posterior fixation ”

Jean-Louis LABBE, MD. 
Department of Orthopaedic surgery—Centre hospitalier territorial de Nouméa, Nouvelle-Calédonie, France

SCREW SELECTION                                                       1

INCISION                                                        2

DISSECTION OF MUSCLE PLANE                                                         3

The patient is positioned prone, ventral decubitus. 
The pedicles that will be instrumented are located radiologically before the incision is made. 

The aponeurosis of the thoracic portion of the trapezius 
or the thoracolumbar fascia at the hinge is incised 
longitudinally 1 cm from the mid-line over the axial portion 
of the pedicle (Figure B).

For a single vertebral level, a 2-cm mid-line skin incision 
is centered over the axial portion of the pedicle (Figure A). 

For two adjacent levels, the incision is extended to 3 cm. 

This technique is based on the principle of tissue 
elasticity; successive pedicles can be approached through 
longitudinal multilevel mid-line incisions and by applying 
lateral (left/right) traction. 

The subcutaneous tissues are incised down to the tip of 

the spinal processes and then spread laterally by releasing 
them from the aponeurosis layer.

Figure A

Figure B

If the trapezius and latissimus dorsi muscles have a short 
insertion, the muscles fibers near the incision are detached 
and lateralized. 

This incision opens the spinal erectors compartment, with 
the only most medial spinalis muscle inserted on the end of 
the spinal process; the longissimus and iliocostalis muscles 
are not visible because they are more lateral. 

There is always a natural division plane between the 

spinalis and longissimus that is completely individualized 
and easy to dissect; it leads down to the articular processes 
that do not have muscle attachments (Figure C).

The fingers are used to dissect this space around the pedicle 
and over the entire area needed for fixation under the 
aponeurosis. The trocars can be inserted without difficulty 
down to the articular processes, spontaneously reaching 
the ideal location for the pedicle screw.

When the rod is inserted under the aponeurosis, it will 
descend until it makes contact with the screw heads, while 
locking the nuts, without meeting resistance or inducing 
compressive muscle damage against the spine (Figure D). 

The only muscle that could get damaged by the rods is the deepest multifidus bundle, which is glued against the 
lamina; however, it is slender enough that it is protected by the gap remaining between the rods on its screw heads 
and the bone plane. 

With side-loading rods that are offset medially, like what can be achieved with the PASS MIS instrumentation, the 
rod rests under the spinalis and is away from the longissimus. 

Figure C

Figure D
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SCREW SELECTION                                                       1

The PASS MIS cannulated pedicle screws are available in various lengths and diameters. Each diameter corresponds 
to a different color:

NOTE: The screw's length and diameter are 
marked on the end of the threaded post.

Once the needle is inside the vertebral body, remove 
the inner trocar and leave the cannula in place. 

PEDICLE CANNULATION                                          2

During the step, the C-arm (image intensifier) is 
positioned to take A/P views of the spine.

First, locate the position of the pedicle to define the 
incision area. Place a scalpel on the patient’s skin 
and take an A/P view with the C-arm.

When the scalpel's position appears to be consistent 
with the pedicle’s location, make an approximately 
15-mm long incision.

Use an A/P view to place the Jam-Shidi (Jam-Shidi 
standard A06010210 or Jam-Shidi large A06010220) 
at either 10 o’clock (left pedicle) or 2 o’clock (right 
pedicle).

Under fluoroscopy control, advance the Jam-Shidi's 
needle by lightly impacting it with a mallet. Check 
the A/P and lateral views of the spine to make sure 
the needle is inside the pedicle. 

Insert the end of the guide wire (A06010110) through 
the cannula.

Apply light pressure on the wire to stop it from being 
ejected out. Hold the guide wire in place and remove 
the cannula.

The guide wires are long enough to remain in place 
when preparing the pedicle and dilating the tissues.

Use fluoroscopy to make sure the guide wire has not 
migrated anteriorly or posteriorly.

GUIDE WIRE INSERTION                                               3

Ø5.0mm
Grey*

Ø5.5mm
Green

Ø6.5mm
Blue

Ø7.5mm
Yellow
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A06010210 

JAM-SHIDI STANDARD
A06010220

JAM-SHIDI LARGE

A06010110

ROUND NITINOL GUIDE WIRE

*O
ptional
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Slide dilation tube #1 (A06010310) on the guide wire 
until the end of the tube reaches the entry point on 
the pedicle.

Slide dilation tube #2 (A06010320) over tube #1.

Slide dilation tube #3 (A06010330) over tube #2.

Optional: 
If needed, assemble the round handle (A06010360) with dilation tube #4 (A06010340) and slide this tube over tube 
#3.

TISSUE DILATION4 PEDICLE TAPPING5

After dilating the tissues, remove dilation tubes #1 and #2, and then use a ratchet handle (A02100002 or A02100005) 
to insert a cannulated tap (A06010650, A06010655, A06010665 or A06010675) into dilation tube #3.

The laser marks on the taps are used to estimate the tapping depth when it is performed 
through dilation tube #3. Make sure that dilation tube #3 is still in contact with bone.

ATTENTION: Hold the guide wire in place when removing the tap. 

NOTE: Take a lateral view of the spine to make sure the guide wire has not penetrated into the anterior portion of 
the vertebral body.

NOTE: The “T” and “palm” handles can be either black or red in color.

A06010310

DILATION TUBE #1

A06010320

DILATION TUBE #2

A06010330

DILATION TUBE #3

A06010340

DILATION TUBE #4

A06010360

ROUND HANDLE FOR 

DILATION TUBE

A06010650

CANNULATED TAP Ø5 MM

A06010655

CANNULATED TAP Ø5.5 MM

A06010665

CANNULATED TAP Ø6.5 MM

A06010675

CANNULATED TAP Ø7.5 MM

A02100002 

T RATCHET HANDLE

A02100005

PALM RATCHET HANDLE
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The screws can be inserted through dilation tube #4 (A06010340) to avoid damaging the tissues.

Slide the pedicle screw along the guide wire, then insert it into the pedicle.

Place the circular rod gauge (A06030110) on the threaded post of the screws at either end of the construct to 
estimate which length of PASS MIS rod is needed.

The rods are made of titanium alloy (TA6V).

They are available in two diameters:
• The Ø5.5 mm rods are green.
• The Ø6 mm rods are yellow.

The length (LL), product reference and lot number are marked on the rod.

IMPORTANT: Do not cut the PASS MIS rods. One end of the rod is designed to interact with the rod holder and the 
other, pointed, end is designed for easy insertion into the connectors.

When you can see the screw entering the vertebral 
body on a lateral fluoroscopy view, remove the 
guide wire and continue inserting the screw. 

NOTE: Removing the guide wire before completely 
inserting the screw prevents the guide wire from 
migrating too far anteriorly.

Repeat steps 1 to 6 for all the pedicles being 
instrumented. 

ROD MEASUREMENT                                                      1

ROD SELECTION2

PEDICLE SCREW INSERTION6

Insert the threaded end of the screw’s post into the cannulated screwdriver (A06020510). Align the prongs on the 
screwdriver with the notches on the screw head, while turning the knob as shown below. Assemble either the palm 
handle (A02100005) or the T-handle (A02100002) on the screwdriver.

 

A06020510 

CANNULATED SCREWDRIVER

A02100002 

T RATCHET HANDLE

A02100005

PALM RATCHET HANDLE

A06010340 

DILATION TUBE #4
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A06030110

CIRCULAR ROD LENGTH GAUGE
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NOTE: The central dial on the rod bender has three positions that are 
used to bend a rod as desired:

- LARGE for a large angle (less curvature)

- MEDIUM for a medium angle

- SMALL for a small angle

Assemble the selected rod with one of the rod holders (straight – A06020240 or curved –A06020230). 

Curved rod holder:

Make sure the jaws at the end of the rod holder are completely visible. 
If needed, loosen the knob on the rod holder to fully reveal the jaws.

Insert the grooved end of the rod into the rod holder's jaws.

Turn the knob until you hear an audible click.

To release the rod, loosen the knob as much as possible.

ROD INSERTION4

 

 

 

Inserting the rod:

The rod can be inserted in either the caudal or cranial direction. If the upper thoracic or lumbar regions are being 
instrumented, it is recommended to start by the most cranial level to make it easier to insert the rod and connector 
under the aponeurosis. An initial connector can be used on the first screw to provide more room between the 
threaded post and rod.

Option A: Inserting the rod through an existing incision (short construct)

With the rod locked in either the straight or curved rod 
holder (A06020240 or A06020230), insert it through the 
initial connector. Slide the connector and rod through the 
threaded post of the first screw until they are under the 
aponeurosis. 

NOTE: Either the right initial connector holder (A06020120) 
or the left initial connector holder (A06020130) can be used 
to guide the initial connector.

Connectors:

 The connectors are designed to work with specific 
diameter rods.

- The standard (grey), initial (blue) or realignment 
(yellow) connectors are marked 5.5 for the Ø5.5 mm 
rods.

- The standard (grey), initial (blue) or realignment 
(yellow) connectors are marked 6.0 for the Ø6.0 mm 
rods.

Use the MIS connector holder (A06020150) to insert 
the connector along the threaded post and beyond the 
aponeurosis until it reaches the screw head.

IMPORTANT: The connectors are not reversible. The stopping grooves must face downwards, near the spine.

Straight rod holder:

Make sure the fork in the rod holder does not interfere with the rod's 
insertion. If it does, loosen the knob on the rod holder to pull up the 
fork.

Insert the grooved end of the rod into the opening on the rod holder 
until it stops.

Hold the rod and turn the knob until you hear an audible click.

To release the rod, loosen the knob as much as possible.

The rods are available in straight and pre-bent versions. A rod can be bent or its curvature modified with the rod 
bender (A02320100). A flexible rod (A02100004) is available and can be used as a template.

ROD CONTOURING3

A02320100

ROD BENDER

A02100004 

FLEXIBLE ROD 

LENGTH 350 mm

A06020230

CURVED ROD HOLDER

A06020240

STRAIGHT ROD HOLDER

A06020120

INITIAL CONNECTOR HOLDER – 
RIGHT

A06020130

INITIAL CONNECTOR HOLDER – LEFT

A06020150

MIS CONNECTOR HOLDER
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Using the rod holder, push the rod until it comes into contact with the connector holder located at the next screw. 
Once the rod has made contact, carefully pull out the connector holder until the rod inserts itself into the connector. 
Use fluoroscopy to confirm that the the rod has moved inside the connector.

A dilation blade (A06010410) is available. The dilation blade should be used to prepare the path for the rod under 
the aponeurosis.    
Insert the blade slowly until it reaches the first screw (lateral view on fluoroscopy).

Option B: Additional incision

Make an incision through the skin and aponeurosis away from the first screw. It is best to use the curved rod holder 
for this method. Only use the MIS connectors. 

Attention: Since the PASS MIS is a lateral-loading system, the additional incision used to insert the rod should 
be offset by 1 cm relative to the screw line. Otherwise, it will be impossible to insert the rod into the hole on the 
connector.

Using the MIS connector holder, lower the first connector along the threaded post until it touches the screw head.

With the rod in the curved rod holder, push the rod until it makes contact with the connector holder. 

Once the conical end of the rod has passed through the first connector, remove the connector holder.

Repeat the above steps until the rod has passed through the last connector on the last screw of the construct.

NOTE : If a connector falls out of the connector holder before the rod has passed 
through it, it can be retrieved by inserting the connector retriever (A06020140) along 
the screw's threaded post. 

The slot on the side of the connector holder makes 
it easier to insert the rod into the connector. This slot 
guides the conical end of the rod.

Once the rod has passed through the connector, push 
the rod holder down and remove the connector holder 
by pulling on it.

Do not release the rod from the rod holder unless a nut 
is holding it in place. 

A06020140

CONNECTOR RETRIEVER
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A06010410

DILATION BLADE
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Once all the nuts have been added to each of the 
threaded posts, turn the rod holder to position the 
rod in the correct sagittal plane.

Use the nut driver (A06020410) and either its straight 
handle (A06020710) or T-handle (A06020720) to 
tighten the nuts. For long constructs, it is best to 
alternate tightening the various nuts to reduce the 
stresses.

NOTE: Use the window in the body of the nut driver 
to confirm that the nut is completely flush when the 
end of the threaded post arrives at the marking.

Before the final locking, distraction or compression can be applied to the instrumented levels, as needed.

A compression–distraction clamp (A06030610) and a stopper (A06030620) are available in the kit.

Assemble the stopper (A06030620) with the compression–distraction clamp (A06030610) as shown below.

To distract the site, position the clamp so the stopper is underneath. 

Place the assembled components on the shaft of the nut drivers, making sure the stopper is located between the 
two nut drivers.

Before performing distraction or compression of two screws, make sure that only one nut is tight to allow the 
second connector to more along the rod.

To compress the site, position the clamp so the stopper is on the top. 

Tighten the second nut with the nut driver and either its straight handle (A06020710) or T-handle (A06020720).

 

 

 

 

Load a nut onto the nut driver (A06020430) and assemble it with either the palm ratchet handle (A02100005) or the 
T-ratchet handle (A02100002); partially screw the nut onto the threaded post.

The MIS speed driver (A06020610) can be used to 
quickly advance the nuts down the threaded posts.

ROD LOCKING5

A06020710

STRAIGHT HANDLE FOR NUT DRIVER

A06020710

STRAIGHT HANDLE FOR NUT DRIVER

A06020720

T-HANDLE FOR NUT DRIVER

A06020720

T-HANDLE FOR NUT DRIVER

A06020430

NUT DRIVER BIT

A02100002 

T RATCHET HANDLE

A02100005

PALM RATCHET HANDLE
A06020610

MIS SPEED DRIVER

A06020410

NUT DRIVER
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A06030610

COMPRESSION–DISTRACTION CLAMP

A06030620

STOPPER FOR COMPRESSION–DISTRACTION 
CLAMP
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Final tightening of nuts and removal of threaded posts: The following instruments are available if revision is necessary:

Nut driver (A06020410):

Pedicle screwdriver (A06020510):

Counter-torque (A06030420) to help stabilize the construct when loosening the nuts:

To finish tightening the nuts, assemble the nut driver 
(A06020410) with its T-handle (A06020720) and the 
post breaker (A06020310).

The post breaker is inserted through the nut driver. 
The breaker will rest against the smooth part of the 
threaded post and provide counter-torque force 
during final tightening of the nuts. 

First, hold the post breaker to provide counter-torque 
and turn the handle of the nut driver clockwise until 
the upper part of the nut snaps off (mean of 12 Nm).

Attention: During this step, hold the post breaker 
very firmly to ensure the threaded post itself does 
not break.

Second, turn the post breaker counterclockwise until 
the threaded post snaps off.

IMPORTANT: The broken part of the post will remain 
in the instrument. Remove it before moving on to 
the next screw.
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A06020410

NUT DRIVER

A06020410

NUT DRIVER

A06020720

T-HANDLE FOR NUT DRIVER

A06020310

ROTATIONAL POST BREAKER

A06020510 

CANNULATED SCREWDRIVER

A06030420

COUNTER-TORQUE WRENCH
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PRE-BENT RODS

References Name Image

B06036030 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 30 mm

B06036040 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 40mm

B06036050 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 50mm

B06036060 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 60mm

B06036070 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 70 mm

B06036080 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 80mm

B06036090 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 90mm

B06036100 PRE-BENT ROD Ø5.5 x 100mm

B06038030 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 30 mm

B06038040 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 40 mm

B06038050 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 50mm

B06038060 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 60mm

B06038070 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 70mm

B06038080 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 80mm

B06038090 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 90mm

B06038100 PRE-BENT ROD Ø6 x 100mm

STRAIGHT RODS

References Name Image

B06035100 ROD Ø5.5 x 100 mm

B06035120 ROD Ø5.5 x 120 mm

B06035140 ROD Ø5.5 x 140mm

B06035160 ROD Ø5.5 x 160mm

B06035180 ROD Ø5.5 x 180mm

B06035200 ROD Ø5.5 x 200mm

B06035220 ROD Ø5.5 x 220mm

B06037100 ROD Ø6 x 100 mm

B06037120 ROD Ø6 x 120 mm

B06037140 ROD Ø6 x 140mm

B06037160 ROD Ø6 x 160mm

B06037180 ROD Ø6 x 180mm

B06037200 ROD Ø6 x 200mm

B06037220 ROD Ø6 x 220mm

NUTS

Reference No. Designation Image

B03130010 SNAP-OFF DOUBLE HEX NUT

CONNECTORS

References Name Image

B06020555 SHORT CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø5.5 mm ROD

B06020560 SHORT CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø6 mm ROD

B06020655 SHORT REALIGNMENT CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø5.5 mm ROD

B06020660 SHORT REALIGNMENT CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø6 mm ROD

B06020755 SHORT DOUBLE OPENING CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø5.5 mm ROD

B06020760 SHORT DOUBLE OPENING CONNECTOR WITH STOP FOR Ø6 mm ROD

CANNULATED SCREWS (delivered sterile)

References Name Image

B06015035* CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5 x 35 mm

B06015040* CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5 x 40 mm

B06015045* CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5 x 45 mm

B06015535 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 35 mm

B06015540 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 40 mm

B06015545 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 45 mm

B06015550 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 50 mm

B06016535 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 35 mm

B06016540 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 40 mm

B06016545 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 45 mm

B06016550 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 50 mm

B06017535 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 7.5 x 35 mm

B06017540 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 7.5 x 40 mm

B06017545 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 7.5 x 45 mm

B06017550 CANNULATED POLYAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 7.5 x 50 mm

CANNULATED MONOAXIAL SCREWS (extra)

References Name

B06045540 CANNULATED MONOAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 40 mm

B06045545 CANNULATED MONOAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 5.5 x 45 mm

B06046540 CANNULATED MONOAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 40 mm

B06046545 CANNULATED MONOAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 45 mm

B06046550 CANNULATED MONOAXIAL PEDICLE SCREW Ø 6.5 x 50 mm

IMPLANTS

*Optional
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A06030610 - COMPRESSION–
DISTRACTION CLAMP

A06020410 - NUT DRIVER

A06020150 - MIS CONNECTOR 
HOLDER

A06020610 - MIS SPEED DRIVER

A06020230 - CURVED ROD HOLDER

A06030620 - STOPPER FOR 
COMPRESSION–DISTRACTION 

CLAMP

A06020120 - INITIAL CONNECTOR 
HOLDER – RIGHT

A06020130 - INITIAL CONNECTOR 
HOLDER – LEFT

A06020710 - STRAIGHT HANDLE FOR 
NUT DRIVER

A06020240 - STRAIGHT ROD HOLDER

A06020430 - NUT DRIVER BIT

A06020140 - CONNECTOR RETRIEVER

A02200555 - MODULE VRAC  

A06100300 - PASS MIS - BASE 3 A06100400 - PASS MIS - BASE 4 

A00120030 - PLATEAU TIGES 
O-BATCH   

A06100100 - PASS MIS - BASE 1 A06100200 - PASS MIS - BASE 2 

A06020720 - T-HANDLE FOR NUT 
DRIVER

A06030420 - COUNTER-TORQUE 
WRENCH

A06020310 - ROTATIONAL POST 
BREAKER

A06020510 - CANNULATED 
SCREWDRIVER

A06030110 - CIRCULAR ROD LENGTH 
GAUGE

A02100002  - T-RATCHET HANDLE

A06010110 - ROUND NITINOL GUIDE 
WIRE

A06010310 - DILATION TUBE #1

A06010350 - STRAIGHT HANDLE FOR 
DILATION TUBE

A02100005 - PALM RATCHET HANDLE

A06010320 - DILATION TUBE #2

A06010360 - ROUND HANDLE FOR 
DILATION TUBE

A02230020 - T30 SCREWDRIVER

A06010210 - JAM-SHIDI STANDARD

RANR-815N5T JAM-SHIDI A 
SINGLE USE 8 GA

A06010330 - DILATION TUBE #3

A06010410 - DILATION BLADE

A02100004  - FLEXIBLE ROD LENGTH 
350 mm

A06010220 - JAM-SHIDI LARGE

RANR-1115N5T JAM-SHIDI A 
SINGLE USE 11GA

A06010340 - DILATION TUBE #4

A2320100 - ROD BENDER

A06010650 - CANNULATED TAP 
Ø5 MM

A06010655 - CANNULATED TAP 
Ø5.5 MM

A06010665 - CANNULATED TAP 
Ø6.5 MM

A06010675 - CANNULATED TAP 
Ø7.5 MM

A06020150 - CONNECTOR HOLDER

INSTRUMENTS
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